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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to introduce Korean choral repertoire to the United . 

States and to help American choral conductors understand and prepare Korean choral 

music. I chose the selected choral compositions of lung Sun Park because they are based 

on Korean traditional children's songs. lung Sun Park was one of the pioneers in the use 

of Korean children's songs in choral compositions, merging them with twentieth-century 

compositional techniques. Currently, lung Sun Park is a professor of composition at the 

College of Music, Dankook University in Seoul, Korea. He studied composition in 

Korea and in the United States as well. Recognizing the artistic value of Korean 

traditional children's songs and their intimate place in the heart of Korean culture, lung 

Sun Park integrated Korean traditional children's songs into highly sophisticated choral 

compositions for professional performance by musically trained choirs. In these 

compositions, He merges Korean traditional tunes and rhythms with twentieth century 

compositional techniques and is the first to create such new music. 

I selected four of his choral works as the subject of this study: Sum Bag Ggog Jil 

[hide and go seek], Rope Skipping Song, Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong [a welcoming song 

of the first full moon of the new year], and Mom and Sister. There are no published 

studies of the four compositions that I have selected. In this study, I analyze and examine 

his music both from Korean and twentieth-century western theoretical perspectives. In 

addition to my own analysis of these choral works based on children's songs, I conducted 

a phone interview with lung Sun Park to obtain his motivations, insights, and personal 
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thoughts for his works. So, I was able to retrace his personal story of his landmark 

academic achievements from inspiration to completed choral compositions. 

The intent of the study is to analyze the four selected pieces to determine how 

Jung Sun Park combines his unique musical language with the melodies and rhythms of 

children's songs. As part of the analysis, I examine the general characteristics of Korean 

children's songs. In addition, I analyze Jung Sun Park's integration of representative 

Korean music and cultural expression into his choral works, and observe the 

characteristics of the original children's songs in his compositions. I also provide 

performance suggestions for the four choral compositions, focusing on intonation, 

melodic structure, rhythmic accentuation, and pronunciation. I hope the findings of this 

study will give the direction and techniques needed to achieve a high quality performance 

of Korean choral music by American choirs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As in many other countries, Korean children's songs are deeply related to their 

socio-cultural context at many different levels. Children's songs are important tools to 

convey Korean culture, heritage and language to children, because music has elements of 

linguistics, mathematics and sociological behavior. Especially during the Japanese 

colonial times (1910-1945) in Korea, the Korean political environment stimulated the 

Korean children to sustain their culture and national identity against Japanese 

government. This resulted in a flourishing of Korean children's songs, and these songs 

played an important role in preserving culture and identity for Korean children. 

Traditional children's songs differ from region to region, and children learn these songs 

through oral tradition. It is consequently difficult to sustain the musical heritage, and this 

situation may result in the gradual disappearance of Korean children's songs in society. 1 

An awareness of the importance of children's songs in Korea in the late 1900s prompted 

many music educators to collect children's songs and to sort them by regions in order to 

preserve them as treasures of Korean culture. 

Jung Sun Park composed many choral pieces based on Korean traditional 

melodies and texts. His choral works have been very well received by Korean choral 

conductors and were introduced as nationalistic choral music to both Korea and the world. 

His intent in introducing Korean music to the world was not rooted in the nationalism 

that was present in Korea in the late 1800s, but in his desire to share the unique melodies 

1 Unjo Cho, Modernism and Nationalism ofTraditional Music, (Geagseok 1, 1984), 129. 
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and rhythm of Korean music in a global setting. He explored and discovered many ways 

to use original tunes and rhythms in a modern context. As one of his sources, lung Sun 

Park used children's songs that he had sung as a boy, and that were common to the region 

around Seoul. I specifically focused on his choral works based on traditional children's 

songs as a way of introducing them so that they will eventually be performed by high 

school or college choirs in the United States. 

lung Sun Park emphasizes the uniqueness of musical characteristics in children's 

songs in his composition. In the score of Sum Bag Ggog Jil (D. J. Music Publishing Co.), 

the publisher discusses both lung Sun Park's use of children's songs, and his philosophy 

of compositional method: "Particularly his choral pieces are works with a color peculiar 

to him written in a mode of contemporary music on a Korean basis, and are performed in 

several foreign countries as well as in the [sic] country.t' lung Sun Park's awareness of 

the importance of children's songs to represent Korean music, as well as his use of them 

in sophisticated choral compositions appropriate for highly trained performers, opened a 

new trend in world music. In recent years Korean traditional music, including folk song 

and children's songs in particular, has been faced with considerable competition from 

western music. lung Sun Park's choral pieces, however, have been widely distributed in 

Korea, and they have revived the use of traditional children's songs in different styles of 

mUSIC. 

His choral works are characterized by a mix of Korean traditional folk elements 

and contemporary compositional techniques. Because almost all of his choral works are 

2 Sum Bag Ggog Jil. Seoul: D. J. Music Publishing Co., 2002. 
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settings of Korean traditional tunes and rhythms using western compositional techniques, 

it is necessary to analyze his compositions with an understanding of the origin of the 

melodies and stories upon which each work is based, and the accompanying twentieth

century compositional techniques. In this study, I discuss problematic issues that may be 

encountered in performance and rehearsal of the selected choral compositions. 

Furthermore, I provide a pronunciation guide of Korean in the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA) system to assist non-Korean conductors with accurate pronunciation of 

the Korean language. 

Preparation of non-western music is challenging for choral conductors because 

each culture has its own linguistic demands and expressive customs, and requires training 

for accurate pronunciation of its language. In this study, I provide effective and practical 

rehearsal plans, and describe appropriate performance with lung Sun Park's selected 

pieces. I begin with a general discussion of Korean children's songs, and then examine 

the selected pieces in detail. Through my interview with lung Sun Park, I obtained the 

composer's analysis that has subjective perspectives including performance suggestions 

and recommendations for interpretation. In conclusion, I discuss lung Sun Park's 

contributions and how they stimulated new interest in Korean traditional children's songs 

in classically trained musicians. These songs represent Korean culture, not as 

nationalistic endeavor, but as an inclusive approach to world music. 
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CHAPTER 1
 

Jung Sun Park: His Life and Works
 

Jung Sun Park was born in a small town in the countryside of the region of Gang 

Won Do, Korea in 1945. This region was not industrialized during his childhood and had 

many mountains, small streams and creeks. As a child, he caught fish, listened to birds, 

and played with friends on hills and mountains. "I found more freedom in nature 

compared to industrial and technological society of the inner city," he said.' Jung Sun 

Park also learned many folk songs not from song books but from friends and elders. 

"Music is composed with composers' imaginations. My musical sources are all memories 

from my childhood. These memories make my music more natural and spiritually rich," 

he said." Singing these songs was one of his main entertainments and later these became 

a source for his compositions. 

Jung Sun Park was formally trained and studied music composition from an early 

age. He studied music at Han Yang University, Eastman School of Music at the 

University of Rochester, and Catholic University of America. He is currently a professor 

of composition at the College of Music, Dankook University in Seoul, Korea. In addition 

to teaching at the university, he also is an active composer. His compositions have been 

performed around the world, including in Taipei, Tokyo, Paris, Helsinki, St. Petersburg, 

throughout Australia, Canada, and the U.S.A. Park received many awards, including the 

"Best Musician of the Year (1990)," awarded by the Association of Korean Musicians for 

3 Jung Sun Park, interview by author, May 2004. 
4 Ibid. 
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his compositions, the ninth Korean National Composer's prize (1988), and many others. 

His choral compositions have been performed at prestigious international conventions 

and music festivals, including The Fourth Choral Symposium in Sydney in 1996, The 

Asia South Pacific Symposium on Choral Music in Singapore in 2001, The World Choral 

Symposium in Minneapolis in 2002, and The Alliance World Festival ofWomen 's Singing 

in Salt Lake City in 2004. lung Sun Park also served as one of the artistic committee 

members and judges for the competition at Pusan World Choral Olympics in 2002. 5 

lung Sun Park has composed more than 100 choral works. His major sacred 

choral works are Incheon Mass (1996), the cantata Heaven's Gates are Opened (2001), 

Missa Brevis 'Arirang' (2003), and Missa Brevis 'Psallentes' (2003). He used Korean 

traditional folk tunes in many of his compositions including Six Pieces Based on Korean 

Folk Tunes; Three Choral Pieces Based on Folk Tunes from the Period ofKoryo [Bang A 

Taryeong, Sa Mo Gog Ga Si Ri] (1999); and others. One of the main sources for his 

choral works is Korean traditional children's songs. A collection of Three Choral Pieces 

on Korean Traditional Themes (1995) - Lullaby, Rope Skipping Song, and Eul-Le-Kol-

Ra-Ri - is based on children's songs and is arranged for both male and mixed choir. 

Under the title, Children's Old Tunes, lung Sun Park composed a number of choral 

works based on children's songs, such as Hide and Go Seek [Sum Bag Ggog Jilj, How 

Far Did We Come? [Euh Di Gga Ji Wan Nij, Number Song [Su Ja Pul Rij, and Mom and 

Sister [Eum Ma Ya Nu Na Yaj. Three secular choral works with his own melodies are 

found in Song ofthe Mountain. 

5 Yoon, Mi-young, An Analysis Study on the Three Choral Pieces, (Master's Thesis, Dankook Univ., 2004) 
4-6. 
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lung Sun Park has also composed instrumental pieces: 'NEXUS I'for Piano and 

Harp and 'NEXUS II 'for Six Trumpets (1985), 'Four Songs 'for Solo Flute (1997), and 

'GASIRI'for Female Voice and Chamber Ensemble (1998). For orchestra, he has 

composed My Beloved Country (1985), Reminiscence 88 (1987), Reverberation for String 

Ensemble (1993), and the choral-orchestral work, Incheon Fantasia (2001). 
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CHAPTER 2
 

General Overview of Korean Children's Songs
 

History ofKorean Children's Songs 

According to Webster's Dictionary, the definition of folk song is "a song 

originating among the people of a country or area, passed by oral tradition from one 

generation to the next." The definition of oral traditional children's songs is the same as 

the definition of folk song except that the music has been composed and sung by children. 

These songs have simple melodies with children's poetry and reflect the purity and 

honesty of children's minds." 

In order to fully understand Korean children's songs, it is necessary to study the 

historical context around 1900 when the songs began to flourish. Before 1900, the 

closed-door policy of the Korean government hindered the influence of Westem music. 

Even worse, there were no movements to preserve Korean traditional music or Korean 

children's songs. No one researched or collected children's songs. Only a few were 

contained in collections of Korean folk songs. The main reason for the lack of research 

on children's songs was that Korean musicians considered children's songs as unfit for 

serious study and preservation. Only a few historical sources about the existence of 

children's songs and description of accompanying games were written in books of 

Korean history. One of the earliest collections of Korean children's songs was processed 

by the Japanese government during the period of Japanese colonial rule (1910-1945). 

6 Won-born Chon, Hankuk Chollae Tongyo Yongu (Seoul: Padulsan, 1995),25. 
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During this time, one of the Japanese policies was to destroy Korean culture, including 

language. Under this project in 1936, the Japanese collected Korean folk songs and 

children's songs to find out what kinds of music Koreans had.' This collection of Korean 

folk songs and children's songs includes only texts, no musical notation. We can only 

recognize the existence of children's songs, and this collection became the first collection 

of children's songs. 

In general, Korean historians agree that the initial influence of western music was 

routed through Christian missionaries, especially Dr. Horace G. Underwood and Dr. H. G. 

Appenzeller; and the Royal Military Band under a German music instructor, Franz Eckert, 

in 1884.8 Western folk songs and hymns were introduced in hymnals and Chang Ga, a 

new elementary song book in Christian mission schools. Due to lack of studies and 

collections of Korean traditional children's songs and enormous influences of western 

music through churches and schools by Christian missionaries, the identity of Korean 

traditional children's songs became unclear. 

One of the current studies of Korean children's songs argues that because of the 

huge western music influence through Japanese education after 1910, many Korean 

children's songs were derived from Japanese children's songs." Therefore, very few 

Korean children's songs based on Korean traditional music were orally transmitted. 

Current Korean musicologists consider many Korean children's songs to be pure Korean 

traditional songs. However, those songs after 1920 are very similar to Japanese 

7 Yang-ja Hong, Uri Nori wa Norae rul Chajaso: Ppaeatkin Chongso Pparatkin Munhwa (Seoul: Tarim,
 
2000),6.
 
8 Sang-Man Lee, "One-Hundred Years of Westem Music in Korea," GeakSeok, (Seoul, 1984), 160.
 
9 Hong, Chollae Tongyo rul Chajaso, 9-12.
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children's songs. Another difficulty in preserving Korean traditional children's songs 

came from the introduction of new children's songs by western musicians in Korean 

journals, Cho Sun Moon Dan and Gea Beok, by Kwang Su Lee in 1920.10 The 

introduction of new Korean children's songs continued, and they were published in other 

journals such as Shin Min and Han Geul. 

Nan Pa Hong was one of the composers who made a significant contribution to 

children's songs and has maintained a good reputation with other musicians. Nan Pa 

Hong composed more than 100 children's songs, lyric songs, and some semi-classical 

music, and arranged many folk songs. His songs became popular and were loved by 

young and old, alike. 11 Children's songs were arranged and used as "enlightenment 

songs" during the colonial period. 12 After the Korean War, the massive influence of 

western culture hindered continuation of traditional Korean culture. American popular 

records and the American Armed Forces Radio Network created enormous cultural chaos. 

Appreciation of western classical music in Korea remarkably changed the character of 

Korean music. There were both deprivation of genuine Korean culture and loss of 

identity by massive influence of western culture, but the two worlds merged together and 

created a new Korean culture. For instance, a Korean folk tale was adopted in the grand 

opera, "Chunyang" and retained a distinct Korean musical flavor. Researchers were 

unable to trace any remaining traditional Korean culture in folk songs and children's 

10 Won-Beom Cheon, Study ofKoean Children Songs, (Seoul: Padulsan, 1995), 11. 
11 Ministry of Public, Korean Dance and Music, (Seoul: Ministry of Public Information, 196-),59. 
12 Enlightenment song is the term for songs that were used not only to teach educational concepts, 

but also to communicate human rights of Koreans who were being oppressed by the Japanese. 
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songs.r' As part of religious movements, Korean musicians created children's choirs to 

raise funds for relief from the Korean War and to assist orphanages. The most famous of 

these choirs was the World Vision Korean Orphans Choir, which had three world tours in 

the 1960s and introduced both Korean and western folk song in choral settings. This 

choir still exists today. 

There are a number of studies about Korean folk songs and choral music based on 

Korean folk songs, but there are not many studies about choral music based on Korean 

children's songs. Most Korean musicians consider children's songs as a part of a folk 

tradition. Some Korean musicologists and music educators study and research the 

Korean children's songs as a separate genre. In the later twentieth century, they have 

begun to pay attention to traditional children's songs and study them to find their value as 

part of Korean culture. Based on these studies, musicologists and educators have 

re-evaluated them and perform them more frequently in fine art settings. 

Characteristics ofKorean Children's Songs 

Korean instrumental and vocal music is divided into two styles based on social 

class because Korea used to be a caste-system society. Korean traditional songs are 

generally slow with not much rhythmic complexity. They are often accompanied by an 

hour-glass drum, a horizontal flute, or a small oboe. Classical music among the 

aristocratic class was generally slow and closely related to Chinese music, much like 

music for the democratic class. Confucian temple music [A-ak] and some court music 

[Tang-ak] are Chinese musics which use the seven-note heptatonic scale. Korean 

13 Hong, Chollae Tongyo rut Chajaso, 14. 
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indigenous music has a five-note scale, similar to the pentatonic scale. Other types of 

music in the aristocratic class include military music [Chuita], chamber music [Chung

ak], dance music [Samhyon], solo music [Sanjo], and lyric songs [Kagok, Kasa, and Sijo]. 

In the democratic class, there are dramatic songs [Changguk], folk songs [Minyo], and 

rural band music [Nong-ak]. The main characteristic of Korean folk songs that is found 

in traditional children's song is the use of compound meters like 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8. This 

is significantly different from the folk songs of China and Japan which are usually in 

simple duple meter. Korean folk songs are divided into three different styles according to 

different musical dialects in the regions - central, northern and southern. I4 There is some 

evidence of the existence of children's songs that share almost the same musical ideas as 

these folk songs. There are also distinctive differences between these folk songs and folk 

songs for children. 

Children's songs are poems, written by and for children, set to simple melodies. 

Thus, both the texts and melodies are simple and have frequent repetition. Most Korean 

children's songs also have much textual and melodic repetition. The repetitions occur in 

a refrain section, usually sung by a group. Musically, Korean children's songs are 

closely related to traditional folk songs. These melodies are based on a traditional scale 

and have traditional tunes, even though they have less sophisticated melodies. IS Many 

songs, especially songs for certain seasons or games, were made to be sung by a group, 

rather than as solo songs. Repeated texts were usually sung by a group, and a leader 

would sing verses only in a format of call and response. The subjects of children's songs 

14 Ministry of Public Information, Korean Dance and Music, (Seoul: Republic of Korean), 27-33. 
15 Chon, Hankuk Chollae, 24-25. 
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vary more than folk songs. The subjects are not only love or nature but also animals, 

insects, games, or work. The songs themselves have educational function in teaching 

music, language, and culture. 

These songs do not have a great deal of rhythmic complexity. Rhythmic patterns 

are determined by the number of syllables in a line because most of children's songs are 

syllabic. Most traditional folk song syllable combinations are in groups of seven and five 

in each line. The groups of syllables are closely related to the structure of Korean poem. 

The group of seven syllables can be divided into three plus four or four plus three. The 

group of five syllables is divided into either two plus three or three plus two. In contrast, 

the number of syllables for children's songs is an even number, typically grouped as four 

plus four. 

A unique characteristic of Korean traditional music in rhythm is a compound 

meter, ie. 12/8 time signature, based on a group of syllables. It occurs in Korean 

children's songs as well as traditional folk songs. Most of children's songs of the early 

1900's were made and sung in either 12/8, called Jajin Mori, or 12/4, called Joong Mori. 

I consider these songs to display this key indigenous rhythmic characteristic. 

Korean scales, called Jo, translated as "mode," are complex in theoretical terms. 

It is different from the traditional western major/minor scale, because Korean pentatonic 

modes indicate both key signature and type of scale as defined by intervallic structure. 

It is similar to Cho in Japanese Gagaku music and Raga in Indian music. Its strongest 

influence, however, is Tiao in Chinese music. The three degrees of the Korean 
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pentatonic scale are related to Chinese modes.i" There are three main types ofJo: U Jo, 

Pyong Jo, and Kemyeon Jo. U Jo and Pyong Jo share the same intervallic order but they 

start on different pitches. The order Jo, in the Western musical terminology based on 

fixed Do, is Sol-La-Do-Re-Fa: M2-m3-M2-m3. The third mode Kemyeon Jo has a 

different intervallic order, La-Do-Re-Mi-Sol: m3-M2-M2-m3. 

Figure 2.1, Scales of Three Modes, Jo, in Western Notation 

UJo
 
Pyong Jo
 

Kemyeon Jo 

Rhythm in Korean music is interpreted as long-short, Jangdan. Only two kinds of 

length, long and short, constitute all kinds of rhythmic patterns. The place of accents 

helps to create the rhythmic patterns. In children's songs, 12/8 is the fundamental meter, 

and Jajin Mori, Go0 dgur i, and Joongjoong Mori are the examples of the triple rhythmic 

pattern of 12/8 which is 4 beats in each measure. Depending on the lyrics of songs, the 

rhythmic pattern can shift to 6/8, 15/8 or 18/8 which is 2, 5 or 6 beats in each measure. 

There are duple rhythmic patterns as well. 

There is no fixed form for the children's song. Two or three melodic patterns 

return in free ways. For example, if there are three melodic patterns, a-b-c, these melodic 

patterns can be arranged like this: a-b-c-c-a-b-c-c'. If a song is antiphonal, then the 

16 Ministry of Public, Korean Dance and Music, 50. 
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melodic pattern can be like this: a-c-b-c-b-c-a-c. The same songs were also sung in 

different forms in different regions. 
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CHAPTER 3
 

Study of Korean Pronunciation
 

Before getting into the study of Korean pronunciation, a brief history of Korean 

language would be helpful. Koreans borrowed Chinese characters for their written 

language until 1443, even though they had their own language. It was difficult to express 

the Korean language with Chinese characters. Under the King, Se Jong the Great, [Jip 

Heon Jeon]: the Department of Study of Literature and Publishing created Korean 

characters in 1446. Because of the significant influence of the Chinese language, most 

Korean words derive from Chinese but are written with Korean charactera" Korean 

characters were suitable for the most commonly used words in everyday speech. Korean 

language is based on phonograms, the characters are representing the phoneme of the 

sound. 

Because Korean is a phonogramic language, each consonant and each vowel has 

its own sound. It may be easy to pronounce words from a phonetic system. Korean 

remains, however, a challenging language to pronounce, especially for Americans. From 

my study of the Korean language, every book has a slightly different way of explaining 

the sound. It is difficult to follow these guides, even for native Korean speakers. 

Unfortunately, one of the first Korean grammar books in English, A Korean Grammar, 

written by G. J. Ramstedt in 1939, lacks an explanation describing how to pronounce 

Korean characters and write them in the English alphabet. According to the Handbook of 

International Phonetic Association (IPA), published in 1999, the guide for Korean 

17 G. J. Ramstedt, A Korean Grammar, (Oosterhout, Netherlands: Anthropligical Pub., 1968),7. 
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phonetics with IPA symbols is also very difficult to understand and it is difficult to 

pronounce consonants.l'' From careful observation of Korean symbols in that book, these 

IPA symbols are supposed to be pronounced differently than the same symbols for 

English. In this study, I will provide new guidelines for Korean pronunciation for 

English speakers, especially choral conductors, by referring to English, Italian, and 

German, and those IPA symbols that are familiar to American choral conductors. Thus, 

they may be able to pronounce Korean words and prepare Korean choral music as a part 

of their repertoire. Even though I present new instructions for Korean pronunciation, 

these IPA symbols, however, will provide an approximated but not exact sound. 

Consonants 

Each character represents a syllable. Each syllable is made up of either one 

consonant and one vowel, or one consonant, one vowel and one final consonant. 

Syllables are combined to make words. This syllable, q, is the combination of one 

consonant, c [d], and one vowel, } [a]. So, this syllable is always read [da] because 

Korean is a phonogramic language. The sound of each consonant and each vowel are 

never changed except sometimes when a final consonant is combined with the initial 

consonant of the next word. In the syllable that is represented by this character, ~, there 

is a combination of one consonant, c [d], and one vowel, } [a], and one final consonant 

D [m]. This syllable is read [dam]. 

18 International Phonetic Association, Handbook ofthe Inthernational Phonetic Association, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999) 120-123. 
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Table 3.1, Chart ofIPA Korean Phonetic Consonants 

Bilabial Labio
dental 

Dental Alveolar 

t, d, d:d 

Post-
alveolar 

Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive p, b k,g 
p:p g:g 

Nasal m n lJ 
Fricative s, s:s h 
Affricate t], dz, d:z 
Top r 
Lateral 1 
Approximant 

Korean consonants may be a single or a double. There are 14 single c.onsonants, 

and these are --, [g], L [n], C [d], 2 [r, 1], D [m], 1::3 [b], A [s], 0 [lJ], A [dz] (voiced), 

* [tJ], =1 [k], E[t], TI[p], -t>[h] (unvoiced). In Table 1, one can see that "Korean 

language exploits aspiration to achieve triple distinctions between unaspirated, 

moderately aspirated and strongly aspirated segments.t''" For instance, under the bilabial 

column, [p:p] is unaspirated; [p:pul] 'horn', [b] is moderately aspirated; [bul] 'fire', and 

[p] is strongly aspirated; [pul] 'grass.' The character, 2, has two sounds [r, 1], 

depending on its placement in the word. These may be problematic consonants for non-

Korean speakers. 

Some Korean single consonants sound similar to familiar American consonants. 

Korean consonants are of three types including bilabial, alveolar, and velar except [h]. 

Korean [tJ1 [dz] [d:z] are sounded further forward to than in English. Therefore, these 

consonants have a brighter sound than English's [tJ] [dz] [d:z]. A peculiar single 

19 John Laver, Principles a/Phonetics. (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994),353. 
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consonant is 2. [r, 1] which has two sounds depending on where it is placed. When a 

word begins with 2., it will sound like [r], a single flipped 'r' which is sounded with a 

quick stroke of the tip of the tongue against the front of the roof of the mouth.i" If 2. is 

placed at the end of a single word, it will sound like [1]. The placement of the tongue, 

however, is not as far forward as the English '1' which is alveolar but between alveolar 

and post-alveolar. 

Table 3.2, Examples of Two Different Sounds of the Consonant 2. [r, 1] 

Il:l} 'if [ba ram]: wind i>}~ [ha nIDI]: sky 

Another contrast between Korean and English is the single consonant, o . There 

are not many countries that understand 0 as a consonant. Because Korean must have 

one consonant and one vowel, one vowel cannot stand alone as a single syllable like 'a' 

in English. Therefore, Korean uses this 0 consonant as an unsounded consonant to make 

a single syllable. In the syllable a}, that is a combination of this unsounded single 

consonant 0 and a single vowel } [a]. This is read [a]. If this consonant 0 is at the end 

of a syllable, it is pronounced [1)]. 

Korean double consonants are 11 [g:g], t:C[d:d], l:ll:l[p:p], M[d:z] (voiced), .AA[S:S], 

~-o[n], ~[l], ~l[l], Cl:l[l], ~U[l]. The double consonants, 11 [g:g] (theunaspirated 'g' 

consonant), t:C[d:d], l:ll:l[p:p] (unaspirated 'b' consonant, without a puff of air), M[d:z] 

20 David Adams, A Handbook ofDiction for Singers, (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1999),22. 
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(voiced), and M [s:s] among others are similar to Italian hardened or dry consonants (see 

Table 3). These consonants have no puff of air between the consonant and the following 

vowel, and the exploded consonant is followed immediately by the vowel. 

Table 3.3, Examples of Double Consonants Compared with Italian Words 

liLU}0l= [g:go maja]: a kid caro [g:garo]: dear (darling) 

rg- [d.dan]: ground freddo [Tred.do] :cold 

ll~ [p:paIJ]: bread separa [sep :para]: separate 

~t~ [d:za d3lUIJ]: irritation mezzo [med.zo]: half 

;.~ [s:sal]: rice passato [pas:sato]: past 

Final Consonants 

In vocal music, final consonants are very important to determine the length of a 

note. Some Korean final consonants are very different from English final consonants. 

First, most Korean final consonants do not have shadow vowel. Second, some final 

consonants, L [n], 2. [1], D [m], and 0 [n], are voiced consonants. If they are used as 

final consonants, these consonants are lightly pronounced. The other unvoiced final 

consonants, '[g], c[d], H [b], A[s], A [dz] , ~[tSJ, E[t], ==J[k], ll[p], 0 [h], ll[g:g], 

and ~A [s:s] only function to shorten the length of vowels if there is a final consonant 

followed by another consonant on the next syllable. If there is a final consonant followed 

by a vowel on the next syllable, the final consonant is pronounced in place of the next 
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vowel. Bilabial, alveolar and velar unvoiced final consonants shorten the length of 

vowels in syllables. For instance, 't' in the word, 'football' shortens the '00' [u] vowel 

by placing the tongue in the alveolar area, so it is pronounced [futba:l] instead of [fut-ba:l]. 

In current Korean pronunciation guide books, I could not find any explanation for 

shortening the vowel because of the present of final consonants, a very important concept. 

Without this concept, American choral conductors would pronounce Korean final 

consonants because enunciating final consonants in English is considerably more 

important to complete a word. Because there is no shadow vowel, I chose rather to use a 

breve symbol, v, from the IPA system to indicate shortened vowels. There are three 

different ways to shorten vowels. 

1) Stopped consonantsru [b], TI[p]: 

When these stopped consonants are final, vowels are shortened in the bilabial area, 

and I will indicate these consonants by using the breve before a vowel, ['a]. 

21 

Shorten vowels by closing lips.
 

Ex.) ~ [bVa]: rice
 

21 John Laver, Principle ofPhonetics, (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994), 210. 
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2) Stopped consonants: c [d], A [s], A [d3], ~ [tJ], E [t]:
 

When these stopped consonants are final, vowels are shortened in the alveolar
 

area, and I will indicate these consonants by using the breve above a vowel, [e].
 

22 

Shorten vowels by placing tongue under alveolar area. 

Ex.) 11 [se]: three *A}~ [0 d3a ra" ]: skirt 

The word "football," previously discussed, is an example of this. In IPA symbols, 

this would be written in [fu·ba:I]. 

3) Stopped consonants: I [g], II [g:g], ==i [k]:
 

When these stopped consonants are final, vowels are shortened in the velar area,
 

and I will indicate these consonants by using the breve after the vowel, [AV
 

] . 

22 Lever, Principles ofPhonetics, 210. 
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23 

Shorten vowels by placing the back of tongue under velar area. 

Sometimes, a consonant changes to another consonant when the final consonant of a 

previous word is combined with the first consonant of the next word. Previous 

consonants can change the subsequent consonants or the following consonant can affect 

previous consonants. Sometimes, both consonants can be changed. Basically, it is a 

phenomenon of assimilating two consonants. This phenomenon is determined in five 

ways. 

Exceptions 

There are important exceptions to the rules for the alteration of combined consonants. 

They can be summarized as follows: 

1) When the last consonants -, [g], II [g:g], and =1 [k] are followed by L [n], 2 [r, 1], 

and 0 [m]; the consonants -, [g], ll[g:g], and =1 [k] will be changed to 0 [lJ]. 

2) When the last consonants t:J [b], and II [p] are followed by L [ n], 2 [ r, 1], and 
o [m]; the consonants t:J [b], and II [p] will be changed to 0 [m]. 

3)	 When the last consonants c [d], A [S], J-A [s:s], A [dz], 7.. [tJ], and E [t] are 

followed by L [n], 2 [r, 1], and 0 [m]; the consonants c [d], A [s], J-A [s:s], 

A [dz], 7.. [tJ], and E [t] will be changed to L [n]. 

23 Ibid. 
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4) When the last consonant L [n] is followed by 2 [r ]; the consonant L [n] will be 

changed to 2 [1]. 
5) When the last consonant 2 [1] is followed by --, [g], D [m], t:J [b], A [s], and 

* [tSJ; the consonants --, [g], D [m], t:J [b], A [s], and * [tSJ will be changed 
to L [n]. 

The words in which these altered consonants occur are not common. There is only one 

word that creates the alteration of a consonant in the music of Mom and Sister. I will list 

examples of words using each way to alter consonants. 

Table 3.4, Examples of Exceptions to the Rules for 
the Alteration of Combined Consonants 

1) Zf-& [gal) rno V]: a small piece of wood used in construction ([ga V mo V] is 

changed to [l)]) 

2) ~~ [am njA V]: pressure ([Va rjz, V] is changed to [m]) 

3) ~ tr[dwin mun]: a back door ([dwi mun] is changed to [n]) 

4) tr!~ [dalla V]: a end of a paragraph (jdar; la V] is changed to [n]) 

5) ~~ [am njA V]: pressure ([Va rjA V] is changed to [n]) 

Vowels 

The Korean language has 10 single vowels including } [a], 1= [ja], -1 [A], ~ [jA], 

-1-[0], n[jo], T[u], 1T[ju], -[ill], and 1[i]. There are also 11 vowel 

combinations, B[E], ~ [jE], 11 [e], ~1 [je], -4-[wa], J-~ [WE], .i] [we], T1 [WA], Ii [wi], 
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1-11 [we:], -l [e].24 Vowel combinations have two single vowels that are combined to 

create the sound of another single vowel. Therefore, these two combined vowels are not 

diphthongs but close to Italian single vowels. For instance, Koreans consider B[E] and 

i1 [e] as two combined vowels, when these would be considered a single vowel in 

English. The word B[E] is the combination of the single vowels } and 1, and i1 [e] is 

a combination of the single vowels, -1 and 1 . 

Another interesting concept in Korean vowels is that Koreans consider glide 

sounds, y [ j] (a palatal glide) and w [w] (a labial glide), as a vowel instead of a 

consonant. The closest vowel to } [a] is 1= Ua], and it is considered as a single vowel. 

The vowels} [a], -1 [A], -1- [0], T[u], B[E] and i1 [e] each have a vowel combined with 

y [j]. By combining a labial glide consonant, w [w], a vowel combination is created such 

as -Y- [wa] (-1-+ }), ~ [WE:] (-1-+ B), J-1 [we] (-1-+ 1 ), T1 [WA] (-1-+ -1 ), ri [wi] 

(T+ 1 ), and /-11 [we] (T+i1). 

These vowel combinations are considered single vowels but not diphthongs. 

Because each syllable has only one vowel from a single vowel or vowel combination, 

diphthongs are considered as two syllables and triphthongs are considered as three 

syllables. For instance, a word, 'sound' is written in three syllables A} [sa] -&- [un] £[d] 

because the word, 'sound,' has a diphthong and a final consonant. 

24 Hyung Ju, Kim, [Study ofOur Language,] (Pusan, Korea: Seo Jong Pub. 1997),246-247. 
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In my brief explanation of Korean pronunciation, I noted differences in concept of 

consonants and vowels between Korean and English. This may guide English speakers to 

pronounce and teach Korean choral music in its original language. 
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CHAPTER 4
 

Score Study and Analysis
 

Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong 

Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong dates from the eighteenth century to the early 

twentieth century and was popular among all Koreans. This song was intended to be 

sung on the day of the first full moon of the year - the fifteenth day of January in the 

lunar calendar. On the night of the full moon, a symbol of blessing, all family members 

would go out into the farm fields or hills to watch the moon. Young maidens would play 

games and sing songs, including Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong. Wal Wa Ri Cheong 

Cheong was usually sung while dancing: five or six maidens would hold hands in a circle 

and sing under the full moon. The song is responsorial: a leader would sing a verse and a 

group would respond with the refrain: "Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong." 

The verses are not actually about the moon. Because the main industry in Korea 

was agriculture, texts often were about wishing and praying for a plentiful harvest and 

devotion to one's parents. The text shows a strong relationship between children and 

their parents. Koreans believe that it is part of a child's responsibility to take care of his 

or her parents. Another subject of the text is a laurel tree on the moon. Ancient Koreans 

told their children a story about a rabbit that lived under the great laurel tree on the moon, 

a story akin to "the cow jumping over the moon" in America. 

Verses vary, however, by region. Jung Sun Park chose a text sung in the area 

around Seoul. Korean children's poems are based on traditional literature, and thus 

phrases of texts usually consist of a group of four plus four, seven plus five, or five plus 
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seven metrical syllables, set in triple rhythm. This song is a good example of four plus 

four metrical syllables in compound meter. 

Figure 4.1, Example ofa Group of Four Plus Four Text Phrase 

Of it - Or !i{ 0l fi. 
if ~ ~ Ofl ~I lil .~ 

2. ~. £~J ~ £~ 00\. lij (:1 ~ 2,J ~ 

7f·~ {}.~ ~ AI (~ .~ 2J .~ 

2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

Scale 

In Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong, lung Sun Park uses two different pentatonic scales 

(Jo) in different pitchs. Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong is divided into seven sections plus a 

coda. In section A-I (mm.I-22), men and women sing alternately in two different Jo. 

The men's scale uses the pitches G - Bb - C - D - E, and the women's scale uses the 

pitches D - F - G - A-C. lung Sun Park uses the two Jo alternately between the men 

and women. Following this, the two Jo combine in a homophonic texture. This 

compositional technique is similar to the use of polymodality in Western music. In this 

instance, the combined J0 creates a d minor minor perfect 11th (dmmP11th) chord at the 

end of the phrase. To close section A, there is a return to the responsorial texture. 
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Figure 4.2, Example of a Mode on D on the Last Chord 

Women 

Men 

The responsorial melody at the beginning occurs between male and female voices. 

Women sing a fifth above the men, but it is again a combination of two modes. Because 

the two modes share the common notes D - G - C, the final chord from the combined 

modes in section A-I is the second inversion of the dmmP n" chord. 

Section B (mm. 31-61) begins with the refrain combining the new melody 

and previous melody in an imitative texture, followed by the second verse in 

polyrhythm. The important recurring chord is the D minor in second inversion in 

Kemyon Jo based on A pitch. The intervallic order is La-Do-Re-Mi-Sol: m3-M2

M2-m3. The chords in this refrain section are more dissonant. Section C (mm. 

62-70) utilizes the Western C major scale in the style of a mid-1900s Korean folk 

song. Section D (mm.71-92) is the third repetition of the refrain. At this time, the 

composer uses more than one Jo simultaneously to create richer harmonies, but 

also maintains the basic rhythmic pattern. 
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Structure 

lung Sun Park follows the original musical form of the song, which consists of a 

responsorial alternation between refrain and verse. lung Sun Park uses different textures 

to distinguish the refrain from each verse, reflecting the original distinction between 

group singing and solo singing. Refrain sections are reminiscent of Korean traditional 

music in their homophonic texture and 6/8 triple meter. 

Each refrain is similar, though it does not return with exactly the same melody. 

Each verse has a different textural setting, but the first two verses use a similar 

polyphonic-polyrhythmic texture. The first verse text is set in polyphonic texture with 

pointed imitation. 

Table 4.1, Structural Analysis and Korean Phonetic Guide of 
Wal Wa Ri Cheong Cheong 

Measures Texture Key 
Section 
A-I 

1-22 Refrain - Responsorial in homophonic 
texture 

mm.l-ll: 
polymodality of D 
and G Kemyeon Jo 
mm. 12-22: A scale 

Section A - 2 23-30 Double imitative rhythmic texture D Kemyeon Jo 
Section B-1 31-47 Refrain - Responsorial in homophonic 

texture 
A Kemyeon Jo 

Section B-2 48-61 Ostinato rhythmic repetition with melody in 
top voices 

A Kemyeon Jo 
(dmmM chord) 

Section C 62-70 Responsorial polyphonic texture merges into 
homophony 

A minor scale 

Section D - 1 71-86 Refrain - responsorial in homophonic texture E KemyeonJo 
Section D - 2 87-92 Meter change to 9/8 and homorhythm E Kemyeon Jo 
Section E 92-111 New melody with quartal chord (E-A-D), end 

with E minor triad 
E Kemyeon Jo 

Section F 112-131 Ostinato rhythmic repetition with melody in 
top voices 

E mmM chord from 
E minor 

Section G 132-148 Responsorial homophonic texture E minor chord 
Coda 149-168 Refrain - augmented melody and percussive 

rhythmic repetitions 
E minor scale 
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Waf Wa Ri Cheong Cheong 

Section A to B-1	 ~ q-~ Cl ~a ~a 

WAI WA n tSAIJ tSAIJ 

~ a} ~ a} m- ~ ~ a} 

da ra da ra bal gum da ra 
the moon, the bright moon 

Section B-2	 /\1 ~ 4j- ~1 J11 y Y- JT
dZA dal so ge gje su na mu 
the cinnamon tree on the moon 

~ 5:. 771 .£- ~ 01 ~ 01 
o v do g:gi ro d:dzi gz, ne A 

cut the tree with a precious stone ax 

Section C	 3:: 7} {} TI- 1l g Al 01 
tjo ga sam gan dzi burl dzi A 
I build a small cottage 

~ Cl -¥- -2- -2- A9 c] 7} 

u ri bu mo mo sjA da ga 
I bring my parents to the cottage 

Section D	 ~ q-~ C-1 ~a ~a 

wx! WA n tSAIJ tSAIJ 

0Section E	 3:: 7} {} TI- 1l "2 Al 01 
tjo ga sam gan dzi burl dzi A 
I build a small cottage 

0 
T Cl 1::3 

I -2 -2 A9 Ii 7} 

U ri bu mo mo sjA da ga 
I bring my parents to the cottage 

~ \1 ~ \1 ~ s: Al s: 
tSAn njxn man njxn sal go gi go 
I want to live with them for ten thousand years 

Coda	 ~ q-~ C-1 ~a ~a 

wx! WA ri tSAIJ tSAIJ 

o is to stop a vowel with the back of tongue 
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Rhythm 

In this work, lung Sun Park's compositional technique juxtaposes undulating 

rhythm in the refrains with minimal rhythm in each verse. Almost like a Renaissance 

technique, a cantusfirmus appears above a simple rhythm in the section B-2 (mm. 48-61). 

The augmented melodies are placed in the soprano section. Another interesting 

technique is the cumulative metric accentuation that is the result of combining five-beat 

and four-beat phrases. The five-beat phrase is the main motive, and it is imitated in all 

voices. Though there is a sense of returning to 4/4 after the five-beat phrase, the five-beat 

motive is complemented by a four-beat pattern throughout the section A-2. Later, the 

five-beat phrase appears in a percussive, rhythmic repetition in 9/8 meter as an ostinato in 

the coda. This obfuscates the sense of regular meter. 

Figure 4.3, Imitation in All Voices 

Harmony 

Because Jo are made of major seconds and minor thirds, the creation of intervals 

of perfect fourths is natural to Jo. lung Sun Park uses perfect fourths to make quartal 
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chords. For instance, in section B-1 (mm. 23-26), the combination of starting pitches of 

the alto, tenor, and soprano creates a quartal chord. 

Figure 4.4, Example of a Quartal Chord 

-----~""""--'" 
;y - -

cheong .If! 

78 
cheong 

Quartal harmonies also appear at the end of the piece. The music ascends 

chromatically, with each new chord based on quartal harmonies, leading to the final 

climax. Quartal chords are found in other places as well, such as m. 46 through the end 

of the refrain section, E - A - D - G, and mm. 92-111 in section D, B - E - A - D - G. 

A long pedal chord ofE - A - D - Gin mm. 93-99 is a quartal harmony, over which the 

soprano sings a recitative-like melody. The chords provide the climax of the section. 

The chord in m. 106 is derived from a quartal harmony of B - E - A - D - G and ends 

the section with an E minor chord. Kemyeon Jo based on E pitch merges with the E 

minor scale because of the appearance ofF sharp and D sharp. While lung Sun Park 

borrowed notes from the E minor scale, the melodic lines have only minor third and 

perfect fourth intervals which maintain the color of Korean traditional melody. In the 

coda, a percussive rhythmic pattern chromatically ascends in parallel motion and creates 
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harmonic progressions which have the pitch class set 4-17 (Clvl added 11th) and the pitch 

class set 4-18 (G augmented 7,- em). The G augmented 7 sonority is the mediant chord 

in the E minor scale. 

Figure 4.5, Harmonic Analysis by Pitch Class Set 

~-~~~r=rl;'.~~=;;:-'~ 
[0,1,'4,8] 4-19' eM added 11th ; rO,1,4,714-18 

:~. '.'~~'~iL~ti±HT]=.ifdigJt:~ 

..~.:::::::t::.j":::::""''''' • 
I I I r ! I 1 

tP.-. __ 

G+7 em 
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Sum Bag Ggog Jil 

Sum Bag Ggog Jil is the game of "hide and go seek" in the United States. The 

common rule in Korea is that there is a seeker, several hiders, and a pillar or a wall for 

home base. The seeker sings Sum Bag Ggog Jil and counts from one to one hundred. In 

the meantime, hiders find secret places in which to hide. After finishing the song and 

counting, the seeker looks for the hiders. When the seeker finds a hider, both have to run 

for the home base. If the hider touches the home base before the seeker, the hider will be 

safe. If the seeker touches the home base before the hider, the hider will be a seeker for 

the next game. Most children learn this song from oral tradition, not from a song book. 

Scale 

In general, children's music is much simpler than ordinary Korean traditional folk 

music. A majority of Korean traditional children's songs use only four-note melodies, 

chosen from a common pentatonic scale. A pentatonic scale is built on a minor third 

(m3), major second (M2), minor third (m3) and major second (M2) relationship. 

Figure 4.6, A Pentatonic Scale based on D Pitch 

In the example of Sum Bag Ggog Jil, the original melody has only three pitches in two 

measures. The range of the melody is within a perfect fourth (P4) and uses only the 

intervals of a minor third (m3), major second (M2), and perfect fourth (P4). 
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Figure 4.7, The Range of the Melody within a Perfect Fourth Interval 

This example illustrates a scale pattern common to most Korean children's songs. 

The melodies are often formed with repetition of a melodic perfect fourth. One or two 

notes may be added between those intervals. The three or four notes are derived from a 

five-note scale closely related to the pentatonic scale in the Southeastern Europe. Like 

music of most other Asian countries, Korean traditional folk music uses five-note scales 

which omit Mi and Ti.25 This piece, Sum Bag Ggog Jil, begins with an introduction of 

the melody (found in Figure 2) in the first two measures of the alto part. lung Sun Park 

creates melodic unification with two measures of melodic material throughout the piece. 

The main motive, which consists ofD-F-G, appears continuously in the bass. In the last 

measure of the bass part the thematic motive shifts to A-C-D. The pitch D, which is 

present in both motives, functions as a tonal center and as a pedal point in the soprano 

and bass. The soprano line consists of carefully selected pitches from the full pentatonic 

scale that includes D-F-G-Bb-C. 

Structure 

Sum Bag Ggog Jil is through-composed but is divided into four sections, of 

unequal length and indicated with double bar lines. The different texture and 

compositional techniques musically depict the activities described in the text. Although 

25 Jeong Hoon, Son, An Analystic Study on the 'Three Choral Pieces', (Thesis, Dankook Univ., 2000), 10. 
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sections are constructed with different textures, the thematic melody, D-F-G, is constant 

throughout the piece. 

Table 4.2, Structural Analysis and Korean Phonetic Guide of Sum Bag Ggog Jil 

Sections Measures Texture 
Section 1 1-17 Response setting 
Section 2 18-24 SololPansori 
Section 3 25-56 Homorhythm 
Section 4 57-70 Controlled Vibrato 

Sum Bag Ggog Jil 

Section 1 u-l cl 7r ~ ~ ~ el
g:go g:go su rnx fa mx ri ka fa v bo il fa 

Hide in a secret place Watch out for your hair 

* At ~ 01 ~ ~ el
OV dza fa v i bo il fa 
Watch out for your shirt 

~ ~ * 01 el ~!f1 :g ~1 ~ ~ el-
g:go g:go su mx fa bal dyi g:gum tji bo il fa 

Hide in a secret place Watch out for your heels 

~1 p} At ~ ~ ~ el
tSi rna dza fa v bo il fa 
Watch out for your skirt 

AJ -& !A ~1 * 01 el-
g:go g:go su mx fa dzan do v dyi E su mx fa 
Hide in a secret place Hide behind a crock of soy sauce 

1:H tr !A ~l * 01 el-
de mun dyi	 E su mx fa 
Hide behind the front gate 

Section 2	 ~~ o} Ai s:. ~ 01 s: Ai Ai s:. ~ <{l g
an dza SA do bo i go SA SA do bo in da 
You may be seen squatting You may be seen standing 
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Section 3 ~ ~ ~ 01 it 
g:go g:go su mx ra 

Hide in a secret place 

* A} ~ o1 li!. ~ it 
OV dza ra v i bo il ra 
Watch out for your shirt 

g:go g:go su mx ra 
Hide in a secret place 

~1 u} A} ~ li!. ~ it 
tSi rna dza ra v bo il ra 
Watch out for your skirt 

Section 4	 tJ:l ~ °1 7} % 01 £ * ~ ~ .Jl ~ ~ u} it 
bjA ru gi ga mu mx do g:gom d:dza v mal go dal s:sa v rna ra 
Even though a flea bites Do not move and be still 

~ ~ rtl- ~ °1 % 01 £ * ~ ~.Jl ~ ~ u} it 
bin de ran no mi mu mx do g:gom d:dza v mal go dal s:sa v rna fa 
Even though a bedbug bites Do not move and be still 

°1 rtl- ~ °1 % 01 £ * ~ ~.Jl ~ ~ u} it 
i ran no mi mu mx do g:gom d:dza v mal go dal s:sa v rna fa 

Even though a louse bites Do not move and be still 

* o} li!. A} ~ ~ 111 * ~J: q.
 
tja dza bo dza su mA

V 

nE tja dza" da
 
I will find you Here you are I found you
 

v 0 is to stop a vowel with the lips 
oV is to stop a vowel with the middle of tongue 
o is to stop a vowel with the back of tongue 

In the first section, the altos sing the main melody. The rhythm is dictated by speech 

patterns and is the same throughout the voices. Ggog Ggog [g:go v g:go] is a mimetic 

word that means 'do well,' and Sumeora [su mx ra] means 'hide,' so, it means 'hide in a 

secret place.'	 The next text Meori Carag Boilra [ mx ri ka ra v bo il ra] means 

'watch out for your hair.' It continues to warn the hiders to be careful about hiding, with 
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more rhythmic intensity, in the music. The words mean 'watch out for your shirts,' 'your 

heels,' and 'your skirt.' 

In the second section (mm. 18-24), there is a solo that imitates a Korean epic song, 

Pansori. lung Sun Park sets the solo utilizing twentieth-century singing techniques. The 

chromatic melody is created on a pentatonic scale. The last section (mm. 57-70) is about 

a seeker. lung Sun Park uses a triple rhythm in the soprano line to describe running 

around to find hiders who are depicted in the rest of the parts. The octave slide in the 

soprano (mm. 66-67) describes the seeker finding a hider by bending over the seeker's 

head. The music then depicts both children running for the home base while screaming. 
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Figure 4.8, Example of Octave Slide Describing Bending over the Seeker's Head 
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Rhythm 

From the 4/4 meter, we can trace the date of the origin of melody. Approximately 

eighty percent of children's songs are composed in a long-short beat pattern that is 

usually interpreted as 12/8 time meter, called Jajin Mori. Jajin Mori is the most popular 

rhythmic pattern in Korean traditional music. Duple meter is found much less frequently, 

appearing after 1920 when Western music was introduced in Korea. During Japanese 

colonial rule, elementary school teachers taught from a songbook that contained Western 
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songs, called Chang Ga, which were originally used in Japanese elementary schools. The 

songs in the songbook were translated into Korean and adopted into the Korean 

curriculum.i'' This songbook contains many songs in duple meter. Sum Bag Ggog Jil 

thus reflects the duple meter influence from western music after 1920. 

Jung Sun Park illustrated the tension between hiders and seekers by varying his 

homorhythmic treatment of the text in the third section (mm. 25-56). This section has 

two meters, 3/4 and 6/8, however, Park uses the 6/8 rhythmic pattern in 3/4 time meter, 

and the 3/4 pattern appears in the 6/8 section. After shifting the meter from 3/4 to 6/8, 

the rhythm becomes more intense with a hemiola figure, a typical Korean traditional 

rhythmic pattern. 

Figure 4.9, Shifting the Meter from 3/4 to 6/8 with a Hemiola Figure 

Korean children's poems are based on traditional literature. These poems utilize 

groups of four-plus- four metrical syllables or seven-plus-five (or five-plus-seven) 

metrical syllables for each line of text. Groups of two syllables each are placed on the 

26 Sang-Man Lee, "One-Hundred Years of Westem Music in Korea," GeakSeok 2, (Seoul, 1984),95. 
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first of each triplet beat. Because this song is set in a duple meter, each syllable is an 

eighth or quarter note in length, and it consists of seven-plus-five metricalsyllables: 

Syllables: 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 6 7 

::J.iL ::J.iL 2l-, -, 4 u1 ~ 51} -, ~~ 4*~ 
g:go g:go su mx fa mx ri ka ra v bo il fa 

Hide in a secret place Watch out for your hair 

Harmony 

The Korean traditional music system contains no key signatures and children's 

music emphasizes only melodic and rhythmic figures and not harmonic elements, 

however, Sum Bag Ggog Jil is composed based on the Western harmonic system. For 

instance, in the first section (mm. 1-17), notes in the soprano and bass are from a 

pentatonic scale ofD-F-G-Bb-C. The combination of notes from the alto and tenor make 

chromatic intervals, F#-G-A-Bb-C, creating more harmonic interest. The two unrelated 

scales, however, are vertically laid out in diatonic harmonies. 

Figure 4.10, The Combination of Two Unrelated Scales 
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In the last section, the music depicts a quiet moment in a secret place. No time 

signature is used for the chant when the text warns: 'even though a flea, a bedbug, or a 

louse bites you, do not move.' lung Sun Park requires controlled vibrato vocal skill in 

this section. He borrows this vocal technique from Korean traditional vocalists who often 

use it in the Korean epic song, Pansori. This vocal technique is applied in cluster chords 

to create the nervousness of the hider's feelings. The chords repeat three times and grow 

thicker each time to increase intensity. The third cluster chord (Bb-B-C-C#-D-Eb) is 

sung by female voices in six parts. 

Figure 4.11, Example of Pansori Vocal Technique 

.....: 
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Rope Skipping Song 

Rope skipping is one of the most popular games in Korea. The Korean historic 

collection, Hae Dong Juk Ji, written in 1925, has a story about a rope skipping game that 

Korean children have played since 1544. Children usually sing while they play the game. 

Two people spin a jumping rope. Others sing Rope Skipping Song, usually four or five 

people depending on the length of the rope, and jump into the jumping rope one by one. 

The jumping rope is spun in the tempo of the song, and children follow the motions 

directed by the song text while they are jumping. When they sing the words "Farewell, 

my friends," they jump out from the jumping rope. If someone trips over the rope, the 

game will resume without that person until only one jumper is left. 

Scale 

As with other Asian music, Korean modes are not equally divided among whole 

steps and half steps. The sizes of each whole step and half step are not equa1.27 However, 

there are many exceptions in the modes. lung Sun Park does not use a clear Jo for this 

piece. Instead, he employs parallel motion with the interval of a perfect fourth in the 

basses, A and D, and harmonic cross relations with the other voices. 

The intervals of a perfect fourth and a minor third occur in the bass in m. 31, A

C - D. However, the notes of all parts in this section are from a chord of Dmm7 (D 

minor minor 7th chord). For example, in the section with the 'counter sopranos' - lung 

Sung Park's term for the singers of the soprano duet, the intervals are all minor thirds 

(Park uses this term on this composition, page 103). 

27 C. Rockwell, Kagok, (Providence, Rhode Island: Asian Music Pub., 1972), 80-81. 
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Figure 4.12, Example of Harmonic Cross Relation 

...,. I - I 

~ttf •'i-. 1! '8J. ~t T ~ '7! ~ll.f i- Jj! l-Jl 
ha na dwul set ha na dwul set net ha nn dwul set net 

For the remaining minor thirds in the counter sopranos, the second counter 

soprano and bass have a harmonic cross relation. The third section, which begins in 

m. 71, is based on the D natural minor scale, and this D minor scale is shifted to E minor 

scale by parallel sequence modulation (mm. 83-87). 
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Figure 4.13, Example of Harmonic Cross Relation 

.r ~~ 

Counter 
Sopranos ~~ 

1i!. lJt 0]: - - lfr All ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ggo rna ya - - man se rul bwulleo ra,c;s

Soprano 

irt-y- ~ ~ ~J! ir} -y- ~ ~ :;! 
ha na dwul set net ha na dwul set net 

Alto ~''1~'l'l~ 
ti} l.f ~ ~ l.}! ~} y. ~ ~ ~J! 
ha na dwul set net ha na dwul set net 

Tenor 

t1- ~ ~ ~J! "6} Y-T AJ!~)! 
nadwul set net ha nadwul set net 

Bass 

ii~ -y- ~ - ~ - l.j! - "6} -y- % - ~ - ~J! 
ha na dwul :": set net ha na dwut - set - net-

Structure 

Rope Skipping Song has three main sections with 2 small subsections within 

sections A and B. In A-I (mm. 1-18), the texts of the soprano and tenor describe the 

order that jumpers follow while performing the motions of skipping rope. These texts 

that describe the jumping directions are slightly different in different geographical 

regions. In this piece, there are four directions: tum around, put your hands on the 

ground, shout hooray and farewell my friends. This section is based on a simple one 

measure ostinato rhythmic pattern, seen in the alto and bass, while the soprano and tenor 
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sing all four directions with improvised melodic and rhythmic elements. Section A-2 

(mm. 19-29) has the original tune of the song in the tenor. By adding other voices, the 

music gets louder and the section endsfortisissimo. The ostinato motion pauses, 

indicating a point of rest before the next round of the game. 

Section B (mm. 31-66) has more rhythmic complexity because of the four layers 

of ostinato rhythmic figures. The second transition from multi-layer ostinato rhythm is 

similar to the first one, almost resting momentarily on a series of four chords with 

fermata. Finally, the rhythmic pattern is unified in all voices. There is some sense of the 

D minor scale, heard in the ascending melodic figure in half steps. The D minor scale 

shifts to E minor using a parallel sequence modulation. For the coda, the same rhythmic 

pattern is augmented and ends with dramatic shouting of the text in approximated pitches. 

Table 4.3, Structural Analysis and Korean Phonetic Guide of Rope Skipping Song 

Sections Measures Texture 

A-I section 1-18 Ostinato rhythmic pattern with melody 
A - 2 section 19-29 Original melodic tune with sprechstimme 

accompaniment 
Transition 30 Homophonic with fermata on each note 
B-1 section 31-42 Multi-layer ostinato rhythm pattern on each line 

with counter sopranos 
B-2 section 43-66 The same as section B-1 with different rhythmic 

patterns 
Transition 67-70 Homophonic with long value notes 
C section 71-101 Ostinato rhythmic pattern in 6/8 
Coda 102-108 The same as C section in quarter note value and 

sprechstimme infortisissimo 
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Rope Skipping Song 

Section A-I and A-2 "t} Y % ~ 1.)! 

ha na dul SE 
v ne" 

one, two, three, four 

7iL u} 01= 7iL u} 01= 
g:go rna ja g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

!f1 ~ % o} et 
dyi rurl do ra ra 
turn back 

~ ~ ~O-1et 

d.dan UII ji pA fa 
touch the ground 

man SE rUII 
shout a hurray! 

If
bu 

2 

fUI 

A} 

dza 

~ 7} 7-l et 
dzal ga gA fa 
farewell, my friends 

Transition ~ 7} 71 et 
dzal ga gA ra 
farewell, my friends 

Section B-1 and B-2 "t} Y % ~ 1.)! 

ha na dul SE ne" 
one, two, three, four 

7iL u} 01= 
g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

!f1 ~ % o} et 
dyi rurl do fa ra 
turn back 

7iL tr]. 01= 

g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

~ ~ ~O-1et 

d.dan UII ji pA ra 
touch the ground 

g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

man SE rUII 
shout a hurray! 

bu fUI dza 

7iL u} 01= 
g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

~ 7} 7-l et 
dzal ga gA ra 
farewell, my friends 
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Transition	 ~} Y- % ~ 1)1 

ha na dul Sf ne" 
one, two, three, four 

Section C	 si u} OF si u} OF 
g:go rna ja g:go rna ja 
Hey! my little friends 

Section D	 si u} OF ~ 7} 71 c} 

g:go rna ja dzal ga gA fa 
Hey! my little friends farewell, my friends 

Ev is to stop a vowel with the middle of tongue 

Rhythm 

An important compositional element in this piece is its rhythmic diversity. In the 

B section (mm. 31-66), lung Sun Park uses four different repeating rhythmic phrase units 

of equal length, an example of polyrhythm. Each voice part (SATB) has a different 

ostinato, and each enters at an interval of two measures, creating a multilayer ostinato. A 

multilayer ostinato of this systematic composition utilizes two sets of rhythmic patterns. 

The first set begins after a clear finish from the previous transition. The second set, 

however, shifts without preparation from the first set and finishes by diminishing the 

number of voices every two measures. Finally, there is a contrast between the 

fundamental rhythmic pattern and the declamatory rhythms. lung Sun Park uses 

sprechstimme to bring rhythmic freedom to express descriptive musical setting of texts. 
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Figure 4.14, Example of Sprechstimme Setting 

i+~.(>:laf 
ul Jlp~Qm 

Harmony 

Even though there is tonal ambiguity at the beginning, the composer uses the 

pitch A as the tonic note at the beginning and at the end. The cross relation that occurs 

between the second bass and the first alto blurs the mode. From a D minor chord (with 

an added Ab), an interesting chord appears in m. 6, DmMM (D - F - A - C# - E), in the 

second inversion, and in m. 17, BbMM7 added C# (Bb - D - F - A - C#), in third 

inversion. In m. 21, the tenors finally get the original tune of the song and divide into an 

interval of a fourth, again a parallel motion setting. When the sopranos sing the main 

melody, they sing the tune which is a fourth above the highest tenor note, once again 

creating quartal harmony. 
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Figure 4.15, Modal Ambiguity with Cross Relation 

liL tt} ()~ ]j!. ul OF
 
g.gp ron yaggQ maya
 

Om added Ab DmMm Dm added Ab BbMM added C# 

The last chord of section A is a polychord of D minor and E minor. This 

polychord is used as the tonic chords ofD minor and E minor in section C. Notes of all 

four parts in section B are only from the D minor chord. 'Counter sopranos' sing above 

this chord. The last chord in the second transition is DmmM 9th chord, which is similar 

to a DmMM 9th chord in m.6. The piece finishes with a sense of mode unification by 

using an A major chord at the end. 
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Mom and Sister 

Jung Sun Park borrowed a famous children's poem by So Wal Kim, Mom and 

Sister. So Wal Kim was one of Korea's national poets in the early 1900s, during the 

Japanese occupation of Korea. In his poem, he not only contributed Korean folk rhyme 

to Korean literature, but he also sought to protect Korean traditional values from the 

influence of Western culture under the Japanese political forces. This poem was 

published in 1922 in the magazine Gae Byuk, translated "The Beginning of the New 

World." Mom and Sister tells about a family that has lost its father.28 It also describes a 

country life different from Western industrial culture. 

During the Japanese occupation, So Wal Kim voiced his desire to have a happy 

family and freedom. This simple poem echoed public sentiment and became popular. 

For example, in 1967 the composer Kwang Su Kim used the poem as the text for the 

theme song of the movie, "Mom and Sister.,,29 Today, his song is published in 

elementary music books, and it is a key representative example of Korean children's song. 

Figure 4.16, The Original Melody of Mom and Sister from 
the Movie, 'Mom and Sister' 

1----. 

~J 0 J Ip P F J 14±2J 1JJ>IJ 
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'J ~. ji 0~ J I J II 

28 Sang-Man Lee, "One-Hundred Years of Westem Music in Korea," GeakSeok4, (Seoul, 1984),222. 
29 Ibid. 223. 
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Scale 

lung Sun Park combines a newly composed tune for the Mom and Sister text with 

a traditional Korean folk melody called an Arirang tune, and sets them using both Korean 

and western scales. In the introduction he uses only the borrowed Arirang melody, 

paraphrasing the melody in a scale of Kemyeon Jo based on E pitch. To maintain the 

essence of Korean traditional style, the Arirang section is in triple meter and in a 

traditional Pansori style. He uses a melodic fragment to recall the Arirang tune in 

section C (mm. 57-79). However, he also uses a Western scale system rather than Jo for 

this piece when Arirang returns in section C. At this moment, the scale of Kemyeon Jo 

based on A pitch returns, which does not include the notes F and B and finishes with an 

open perfect fifth diad on A and E. 

Figure 4.17, Traditional Pansori Setting 

Structure 

The tune, Arirang, describes the sorrow of losing someone or something that they 

have owned. The melody in the imitative polyphonic texture in section A expresses the 

feeling of peaceful country life. Section B (mm. 23-56) presents confusion, struggle, 

hatred, and turmoil. From the entrance of the altos, the texture keeps changing with the 
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addition and elimination of different voices. The texture gets thicker and rhythmically 

denser. In section C, the Arirang melody returns, along with a Renaissance style of 

imitative polyphony. Finally, the texts of the poems are set in this section with an 

ambiguous melody in the women's voices. The representation of sorrow and separation 

is heard in the Arirang tune in men's voices. 

Table 4.4, Structural Analysis and Korean Phonetic Guide of Mom and Sister 

Sections Measures Texture 
Introduction 1-10 Unison arirang melody 
Section A 11-22 Imitative polyphony 
Section B-1 23-42 Ostinato rhythmic repetition with different 

length 
Section B-2 41-56 Ostinato rhythmic repetition with the same 

length 
Section C 57-79 Polyphony 

Mom and Sister 

Introduction	 0 } c.l ~ o} c.l ~ o} c.l- C1 it 
a n ran a ri ran a ra ri yo 

arirang, arirang, arariyo 

a ri ran go ge ro 
take me over the arirang hill 

na rUII nxm gjA man dzu so 

Section A ~ u} 01= -T Y 01= 

Am rna ja nu na ja 
mom, sister, live by the river 

7J It! ~ 

gal] bjxn sal 

A} 

dza 

Section B-1 

Am maja nu na ja 
mom, sister 
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Section B-2	 ~ u} oF T L1- oF 7J- ~ ~ A} 

Am ma ja	 nu na ja gal) bjxn sal dza 
mom, sister, live by the river 

Section C	 ~ ~1 ~ lfr ~ °1 ~ -6- ..2- cR 
durl e num ban d:za gi num gurm mo re 
sparkling golden sand on the shore of the river 

~ tr ~{~l ~~~9-lxcR 

dyi mun ba v ge num gal ri pe mo re 
a song of fallen leaves on the back yard 

~ tr]. of T L1- OF 7J- ~ ~ A} 

Am ma ja nu na ja gal) bjxn sal dza 
mom, sister, live by the river 

iV 

is to stop a vowel with the middle of tongue 
a is to stop a vowel with the back of tongue 

Rhythm 

Section B is divided into two short sections by different rhythmic figures. lung 

Sun Park uses the same scheme in each, as the music reaches its climax through the 

addition of voices. Section B-1 (mm. 23-42) has a three-measure phrase repeated in 

different timbres by adding voices. In m. 34, the rhythmic pattern changes with accents 

on unexpected off-beats. This syncopated rhythmic figure leads to the climax of section 

B-1. The tension of section B-1 continues to section B-2 (mm. 41-56) in different 

rhythmic patterns led by the bass. Compared to section B-1, B-2 is more rhythmically 

complicated, using both accents placed in different locations and an expanded rhythmic 

vocabulary. Like the climax of section B-1, section B-2 has polyrhythmic texture that 

changes to a homorhythmic figure to create a strong rhythmic drive for the climax. 
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Figure 4.18, Polyrhythmic Texture 

54 

Finally, in Section C, though the mood shifts from a percussive affect to a 

melodic texture, the cross-rhythm technique remains constant. Hemiola is used in the 

expanded rhythmic figure in the melody. The melodic line based on the Arirang tune is 

independent from the women's melody, which maintains 3/4 metric accentuation. 

Harmony 

The chords at the end of each section are hallmarks of lung Sun Park's 

compositional style. He creates a cluster chord by splitting one pitch into many by half

step intervals. As they separate from one another, the cluster notes create an echoing 

effect between the women and men. 
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Figure 4.19, A Cluster Chord Created by Splitting One Pitch into Many 
by Half-Step Intervals 
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Because the main melody is newly composed, the composer uses'a more 

chromatic chord in contrast with Jo. Small independent melodic fragments in section B 

are repeated in an ostinato pattern. The independent melodies on each part repeat 

simultaneously four times, generating harmonic and melodic intensity. The resolution is 

percussive homorhythm, using quartal chords. By using polychords, Eb mm7 and B-E-A 

quartal chord or e dim. 7 and B-E-A quartal chord, the chords become thicker toward the 

climax of B-1. Section B-2 is not only structurally but also harmonically similar to B-1. 

It begins with independent melodic fragments and becomes homorhythmic with 

polychords combining the Eb augmented 7 and B-E-A quartal chord or Eb mm7 and B

E-A quartal chord. 
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Figure 4.20, Polychords Combining the Eb Augmented 7 and B-E-A Quartal Chord 
and Eb mm7 and B-E-A Quartal Chord 
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Chapter 5
 

Rehearsal Considerations
 

When introducing Korean choral music to American choral ensembles, I explain 

that, by learning this repertoire, the choristers will expand their melodic and rhythmic 

vocabulary. This new learning experience is an opportunity to enhance their 

musicianship. By programming Korean choral music, conductors can motivate and 

encourage musical achievement in their singers. The study of Korean choral music can 

lead to improved aural and linguistic skills by listening to and singing new musical forms 

and speaking new words. In addition, American choral students will recognize how 

Korean choral music is not like Western music; they will understand how different it is 

musically and culturally and will be able to give an informed and appropriate 

presentation of Korean choral music. Many conductors may shy away from performing 

Korean choral music or prepare it uncritically, using their own musical concepts, and 

make the Korean music sound like Western music. Therefore, the greatest challenge in 

performance is to convey the heart of culture through its music by proper expression of 

texts integrated into the characteristic of the music.i" 

To realize this, I want to use all possible materials. I must teach not only 

notations in the score but also the cultural context of the music. As a result, I provide 

many additional materials to the choir. These materials include audio and video 

recordings of performances to facilitate faster learning of the music. The aural and visual 

demonstrations by native performers demonstrate key musical ideas and the cultural 

30 Steven M. Demorest, Building Choral Excellence, (New York: Oxford Univ. Press 2001), 17-18. 
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significance of the music. After the demonstrations, I lead a brief discussion about any 

differences in musical style between Western and this non-Western form that they 

recognized, including differences in tone, rhythm, scales, and expression, among other 

things. This discussion can also help the conductor introduce a musical analysis that 

highlights structure, scales, unusual harmonic language and progressions, unique 

rhythmic patterns, and so forth. Equipped with an awareness of these differences and a 

deeper cultural understanding, the choir can perform Korean choral music at a more 

informed and artistic level. 

In my study, I demonstrate the unique rhythmic and melodic elements in the 

selected choral works based on Korean children's melodies by Jun Sun Park. It is very 

important to understand the musical relationship of rhythmic and melodic elements of 

Korean choral music in order to analyze original melodies in the choral settings of the 

music. In my lecture recital, the original melodies of the children's songs were sung 

before each choral piece, so that the audience could appreciate both the original melodies 

and the new compositions based on the original melodies. 

With a new appreciation of these elements, the now-informed audience hears the 

Korean music based on its key elements. Choirs achieve a high level of artistic integrity 

when they express the spirit of the music with proper interpretation, and consequently 

give audiences the best opportunity to connect with the music through artful 

performance." 

31 Steven M. Demorest, Building Choral Exellence, (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 2001),89. 
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As I prepared this performance, I discovered the difficulty of teaching Korean 

choral music in a way that the choir could sing these pieces appropriately. Coaching the 

choir on pronunciation was one of the biggest challenges. Conductors must have well

prepared lesson plans for teaching diction. One of the top priorities in teaching language 

is to maintain consistent pronunciation. 

Unification of vowels and consonants is the next consideration. When conductors 

teach unfamiliar vowels to a choir, they need to encourage effortless vocal tone, 

otherwise the choir sound will be tense and rigid. When singers begin to pronounce 

vowels correctly, they tend to close their mouth and make natural use of the voice. 32 

Conductors need to practice the unfamiliar sounds of Korean words, and take time to 

model them for the choir. Echoing the text in rhythm and without pitch is most helpful in 

teaching pronunciation. 

If possible, conductors should find native speakers to demonstrate proper 

pronunciation for them and their choirs. When native speakers demonstrate words, 

conductors should ask them to speak clearly and slowly with 'an open mouth' so that 

singers can learn the pronunciation with 'an open mouth'. Every language uses slightly 

different parts of the muscles of the tongue and the mouth. If conductors teach 

pronunciation of unfamiliar foreign words, the mouth and tongue may get tired easily. 

Speaking the words lightly and freely to learn their sound is optimal. Repetitive practice 

of diction in every rehearsal is also crucial. Therefore, practicing problematic vowels or 

consonants during the warm-up will help the choir to sing with 'an open mouth' and 

32 Gerald F. Darrow, Four Decades ofChoral Training, (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1975),29-31. 
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without tension.r' While the singers learn unfamiliar or familiar words, encourage them 

to listen to each other and match pronunciation. In order to achieve better choral tone 

quality, choirs need unification of vowels and consonants with warm and relaxed healthy 

VOIces. In my opinion, this is essential for a higher level of performance of all choral 

music. 

IPA is the most common method used to teach foreign language pronunciation. I 

would recommend using it to achieve both consistency and unification. When 

conductors hand out scores at the first rehearsal, they should minimize the use of original 

language text on their scores. The foreign texts may confuse and distract the singers from 

reading the IPA texts. However, adding useful information such as English translations 

or a pronunciation guide on the score could contribute greatly to the choir's 

understanding of the music. 

Finally, conductors must consider how quickly their choirs can learn unfamiliar 

foreign languages like Korean. The choristers' relative experience or inexperience with 

foreign languages makes a big difference in the pace of learning a foreign language. 

Most vocalists have the ability to read foreign languages from IPA and can have rich 

experiences performing world music. Many American singers, however, have not heard 

or sung Korean choral music. Based on my experience in teaching Korean choral music 

to an American choir, I highly recommend working at a slower pace, with frequent 

repetition of short text phrases. This teaching method is not limited to teaching Korean 

choral music to Americans, but can be successful for teaching other world music as well. 

33 Darrow, Four Decades ofChoral Training, 38. 
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I believe my method is also helpful for American conductors teaching American choral 

repertoire to foreign choirs. 
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CONCLUSION 

Non-western music is a challenge for American conductors and choirs to perform, 

because different cultures have their own linguistic demands and expressive customs. 

Preparing Korean choral music is even more difficult for American choral conductors 

because there are not many resources available. I chose to study Jung Sun Park's choral 

pieces based on the children's songs for these reasons: the first is the value of children's 

songs as an effective means to introduce Korean music. In this study, I emphasized the 

understanding of Korean music and children's music from historical and cultural points 

of view. Children's songs have short and repetitive melodies, with simple texts, making 

them easier for American choirs to learn both melodies and texts. At the same time, these 

songs contain all the characteristics of Korean traditional music, such as its distinctive 

rhythms, scales, and melodic styles. Children's songs are a good representation of 

Korean traditional songs by virtue of their texts. We learn about traditional Korean 

values, Korean literature, mythology, and folklore. 

The second reason is that Jung Sun Park's innovative compositional technique are 

based on children's songs. I studied the Korean traditional music system in order to 

analyze each score from the perspectives of both Korean traditional music theory and 

twentieth-century music theory. It is my hope that this will help conductors prepare 

Park's music with a better knowledge of his unique musical language. These 

compositions based on Korean children's songs are merged with twentieth-century 

compositional technique and result in highly sophisticated choral compositions. 
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The third and final reason is the ease with which one could incorporate these 

compositions into programs of western music. Jung Sun Park's music can easily appeal 

to western audiences because Park's unique compositional style produces contemporary 

polyrhythmic music that is light and percussive. 

In his interview with me, Jung Sun Park, emphasized the importance of both 

preserving traditional Korean music and tying Korean music to what he calls, 

"cosmopolitan music": 

We have more than 400 different versions of the song Arirang. Arirang is 
our spirit, song, and history. The song is a band that is able to connect all 
Korean people into one. In many national or international symposia, eighty 
or ninety percent of countries bring choral music composed by their 
country's composers. But Korean performers more often bring western 
music instead of Korean music...At present, Korean people need to find and 
preserve Korean culture, compose music that contains Korean color and 
custom, and develop our music into cosmopolitan music." 

Jung Sun Park's understanding of cosmopolitan music refers to combination of Korean 

music from children's songs with contemporary trends of choral compositional technique, 

in the way that developing and expanding cities might merge together. To capture and 

express Jung Sun Park's philosophy of cosmopolitan music, I maintain that it is crucial to 

highlight the main Korean melody in his choral compositions. In addition, to achieve the 

smoothest text delivery, one must consider word stress in the varied cadences of the text 

phrase versus the metric accentuation. 

I have not provided specific rehearsal plans in detail for how I prepared these 

pieces for my lecture recital because these details will vary with each choir. My rehearsal 

34 Park, Jung Sun, Interview by Author, May 2004. 
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considerations, however, can give ideas for making rehearsal plans for individual choirs. 

In addition, I have discussed difficulties of Korean pronunciation and new methods for 

pronouncing Korean words in more accurate ways. It is always challenging to teach 

pronunciation of Korean words to non-natives; it is particularly difficult to give 

instruction about Korean to English speakers without comparing and contrasting the 

pronunciation of the English language and Korean language. For instance, one of the 

new concepts I discussed in this study is the understanding of Korean final consonants in 

the experience of English speakers. For this purpose, I created new symbols based on the 

concept of stopping vowels with final consonants. Although, the IPA system is a good 

tool to teach foreign languages in a short amount of time, IPA falls short in creating 

accurate symbols for the pronunciation of Korean words. 

My goal is to publish lung Sun Park's choral music and other Korean choral 

music based on my studies. For American choirs, choral repertoire in high schools and 

colleges has dramatically expanded to include many world music choral works. Clearly 

there is a growing interest in world music. Korean choral arrangements, however, are 

more rarely included in this expanding choral repertoire when compared to other Asian 

choral works. I believe this poor representation is due to the unavailability of Korean 

choral works. In my opinion, the main reason for this unavailability is the lack of 

resources that support proper pronunciation of Korean text and analysis of Korean music. 

I will continue to study Korean choral works and introduce them with good supporting 

resources that include Korean pronunciation guides and more accurate IPA symbols. I 
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hope that this study will introduce Korean choral music to American choral ensembles 

and that the Korean choral repertoire will flourish in the Untied States. 
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APPENDIX A 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Guide for Korean Pronunciation 

Korean 
Characters 

Phonetic 
Symbols 

Korean Examples English 
Translation 

Single 
Consonants 

IPA 

-, g 7t~ scissors 
L n Y-lf tree 
c d t:l-el bridge 

2 r/l l~l.g lemon 

0 m p}~ miracle. 

1:3 b B}~ wind 

A s A}~ human 

0 lJ o}B1 Al father 

A dz A}{!71 bicycle 

* tS ~tol difference 

:::=t k 51..Y-0o 2 bean sprouts 
E t E}~ compromise 
st: p lI}~ damage 

fs h -} 10'2 sky 

Combined 
Consonants 
11 g:g Mel tail 
'C:[ d:d ~71lJl twilight 

l:JH p:p u~ -T71 cuckoo 
J-A s:s ~~ rice 

M d:z ~l-/-
-" even number 
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Korean 
Characters 

Phonetic 
Symbols 

Korean Examples English 
Translation 

Single Vowels 
} a A}~ human 

1= Ja oFT baseball 

1 A tll~ mushroom 

~ jA 
23 A12, absent 

.i, 0 x~ song 
JL JO iL~ cook 

T u ~uly pocket 

IT JU iT -1~ rule 

- ill 9.l A} chair 

1 1 71~ technique 

Combined 
Vowels 

B E uRuR trade 

~ jE o~ 71 story 

11 e ~-l1~ body temperature 

~l Je 111~ valley 

J-1 wa 3I}4-~ orchard 

J-11 WE: Ie ~ why 

.i] WE Ie 9-1~ foreign country 

Ti WA ~~ authority 

,11 ye: ,q1 s:. orbit 

-rl yil ii ~<?J danger 

-l e 9.l A} medical doctor 
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APPENDIXC
 
Four Selected Compositions by lung Sun Park
 

WOLWO RI CHEONG CHEONG 
(This is the original title spelled by the composer) 
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nt. t::\::::::=-
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WA ri tJAD tJAD da ra da -- ra 

I:'::::=- 'IIff 
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da fa da fa bal gmn da fa da fa da fa bal gwn da fa 
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